History
RESEARCH SEMINARS: FALL 2021–22
Department

12.10, 17:30 CET, Budapest Campus & Zoom
Alfred Rieber: Confronting problems of space: The Balkans as region

27.10, 12:40-13:30 CET, Vienna Campus, C210
Kostis Karpozilos: A life out of bounds: Seraphim Maximos and the transnational worlds of Greek communism

11.11, 17:40 CET, Vienna Campus, B421 (with live stream)
Julian Casanova: Writing and teaching history in the digital age

16.11, 17:40 CET, Zoom
Christine Philiou: Turkey: A Past Against History

23.11, 17:40 CET, Vienna Campus, B215 (with live stream)
Istvan Rev: Memorable Thus Unspeakable: History as Latency

30.11, 17:40 CET, Vienna Campus, B215 (with live stream)
Nathaniel Prottas: Impossible Task? Why Making Objects Relevant is So Hard and How Can We Do It Anyway?

7.12, 17:40 CET, Vienna Campus, B215 (with live stream)
Rolf Bauer: Opium, Empire, and the Indian Peasant

HTTPS://HISTORY.CEU.EDU/